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Abstract. Scientific data is being acquired in high volumes in support
of studies in many knowledge areas. Regular data analytics processes
make use of datasets that often lack enough knowledge to facilitate the
work of data scientists. By relying on knowledge graphs (KGs), those
difficulties can be mitigated. This research focuses on enabling data analytics over scientific data in light of knowledge available in KGs, providing
access, based on queries, to scientific data points in KGs to data users
while making use of available knowledge to facilitate their data analytics
activities.
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Problem statement

Scientific data (observation/simulation data) is being generated and acquired in
high volumes in support of studies in many knowledge areas and industry sectors.
Datasets containing raw or curated scientific data points are often used as input
for data analytics pipelines. For example, in the Smart City domain, a recent
study [13] aims to identify potential public transportation users that are having
unsatisfactory experience while making use of buses in populous metropolitan
areas. As there is no straightforward way to know if a user is riding a bus in a
moment that is overcrowded, late or that may maximize the number of needed
transfers, the study makes use of ticket validation, bus stops, bus routes, bus
schedules and traffic information datasets which need to undergo data cleansing,
data mining and visualization techniques before actually being used in support
of the desired objective.
In this scenario, the problem arises when the knowledge behind the data is
lost during ordinary data acquisition and preparation activities [21] and, thus,
it is not available for field specialists and scientists (i.e. data users) to work
with, leading those professionals to perform burdensome tasks [15] in order to
make sure the data they are working with are suitable for the desired goals.
More than that, the lack of metadata usually restricts data users that have no
prior background knowledge about it, not leveraging potential applications for
the data.
Preliminarily, we have identified the following problems a data user faces
when trying to perform analytics over scientific datasets:
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– How to successfully find all the relevant data among massive data collections?
– How to compare/combine two (or more) variables that measure the same
characteristic but were acquired using different instruments each one with
its own resolution, precision and accuracy?
– How to allow data users, with no prior knowledge about the data, to successfully use it and leverage new applications?
Recently, the use of Knowledge Graphs (KGs) is on the rise as a way of
building large knowledge bases as a graph structure. Those graphs aim to represent knowledge as a series of statements as triples, in the form of subject −
predicate − object. Until now, KG common usages include enhancing search [1]
and performing A.I. tasks like Question Answering [17], Natural Language Processing [7] and Machine Learning [18]. In contrast, there exists an increasing
number of approaches for building domain sciences [2, 6, 9], Internet of Things
(IoT) [16] and city [23] KGs (in which scientific data are present), with the
intent of encoding provenance, context and further knowledge behind each scientific data point. Nevertheless, when confronted with above listed problems,
the state-of-the-art approaches do not perform well as they are either focused
on annotation [2], general use [9] or real-time querying [16]. As a consequence,
data users rely yet on the aforementioned scientific datasets that usually lack
enough knowledge to facilitate their data understanding and preparation.
This Ph.D. research proposal settles itself on the problem of enabling data
analytics over scientific data in light of knowledge available in KGs that describe
studies generating scientific data. More specifically, to provide access, based on
queries, to scientific data points in KGs to data users while making use of available knowledge to facilitate their data analytics activities. This objective poses
a number of challenges, among them:
– Domain modeling: The development of domain ontologies for the Semantic
Web has been historically use-case driven [4, 11], but the data analytics usecase has not yet been fully explored.
– Provenance, contextual knowledge and uncertainty: Instruments characteristics (resolution, accuracy, precision), agent interventions over them
(deployments, calibrations, configurations) and detectors faults are examples of what can directly affect scientific data values. This knowledge needs
to be tracked and explored to provide data users trustworthy results.
– Knowledge Graph data access: Routine data tools (R, Python, Weka,
Gephi, Business Intelligence softwares etc.) used in support of data analytics activities often expect tabular data as input, not coping properly with
Semantic Web technologies and formats.
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Relevancy

Data preparation is estimated to take around 80% of the whole analytical pipeline
[19], with tasks like data understanding and data cleaning requiring a great effort.
Hence, the actual analysis activities, which indeed extract new knowledge from
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the data, are delayed and/or shortened, directly impacting outcomes quality and
projects deadlines. We aim to simplify this process by providing specifications
and tools. Given this, we expect this research to bring straight benefits to data
scientists and field specialists.
Interoperability between scientific KGs and existing non-semantic tools should
broaden the use of KGs to even more knowledge areas, as working with data contained in it will be made easier.
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Related work

The “Knowledge Graph” term gained popularity with the announcement1 of
The Knowledge Graph by Google in an effort to merge Freebase[5], Wikipedia
and the CIA World Factbook2 augmented with their search engine’s queries
and results. Since then, a number of existing projects have been categorized as
KGs. For instance, YAGO [25], DBpedia [3] and Wikidata [26] are free generalpurpose KGs, while the Gene Ontology [2], Bio2RDF [6] and KnowLife [9] are
aimed toward life sciences. All of those approaches have focused on the problem
of encoding knowledge and KG building, not particularly concerned about how
to cope with data analytics activities.
The Graph of Things [16] is a proposed KG for integrating heterogeneous
IoT data sources that enables querying and visualization through an SPARQL
endpoint. This approach makes use of the SSN ontology3 to describe physical
sensing instruments and their observed data with some metadata including sensor configuration and measured characteristic. However, the sole ways to work
with data contained in this KG is to either use its SPARQL endpoint or a
stream subscribing channel that provides continuous queries over RDF stream
data which, therefore, makes this approach not suited for data analytics, lacking
interoperability with existing data tools. The work in [8] describes an approach
that integrates heterogeneous data sources into an RDF KG for predictive analysis. The presented system is capable of providing an SPARQL query interface
for preparing datasets for different tools in the context of predictive analysis.
There exists a number of approaches tackling data analytics challenges related to the Smart City context using city published data. CityPulse [22] is a
framework that enables development of applications in support of cities, by providing integration mechanisms for urban data streams. The ISO 37120:2014 [14]
is a standard that defines 100 indicators across 17 themes that were evaluated
to be a precise way to measure a city’s performance of its services and quality of
life. The themes span areas including Economy, Education, Health, and Safety.
The main goal of this standard is to provide a concise set of well-defined global
indicators that any city can use to measure itself. Moreover, cities that adhere
to this standard are able to compare themselves and evaluate how well they are
1

2
3

https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2012/05/introducing-knowledge-graphthings-not.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
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doing in comparison to others. Relying on the RDF model and making use of
the ISO standard, the PolisGnosis Project [10] is a final goal of an ongoing effort
by the University of Toronto. The project aims the following:
– To provide a description of all the 100 ISO indicators in terms of ontologies
for the semantic web;
– To develop an engine capable of performing analysis in order to discover root
causes of differences concerning why indicators change over time for a given
city and why they are different between different cities.
Until the time of this writing, the PolisGnosis Project has focused largely
on the GCI Ontology engineering[11] as a standard to publish the ISO indicator
values.
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Research questions

Given the identified challenges and limitations presented in the previous sections,
we have formulated the following research questions that we intend to answer:
Q1 Can ontologies be used to successfully bridge the knowledge gap between acquired scientific data and data users? If so, how?
Existing scientific domain ontologies are not aligned with data analytics requirements. For instance, when calculating indicators, related concepts may
suggest that a certain data point should be taken into account and these relations are not always present because the ontology was developed for another
purpose.
Q2 Will data users and applications benefit from the use of knowledge behind
each scientific data point?
Common search mechanisms only index dataset metadata, returning complete datasets that may be in a plethora of different formats.
Q3 How to provide data access for scientific KGs in a way that can be consumed
by routine data tools while making use of the attached data knowledge to
facilitate analytics?
Current RDF serialization formats include Turtle, JSON-LD and RDF/XML
which are not suited for most data tools, while SPARQL querying requires
previous knowledge on the ontologies used in the KG.
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Hypotheses

Our hypotheses derive directly from the questions above:
H1 The reuse of scientific data ontologies with proper extensions and their alignments to domain ontologies can mitigate the loss of knowledge during data
acquisition.
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H2 Providing data points together with their knowledge (e.g. provenance, contextual knowledge) to data users and applications can facilitate data analytics.
H3 A hybrid RDF serialization format that suits the needs of existing data tools
but also is able to convey knowledge can be used to serialize data from KGs
together with its associated metadata.
H4 A query API for scientific KGs can also be used to output data together
with its associated metadata for facilitating data analytics.
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Preliminary results

In [24], we described our first approach at a process of data acquisition and KG
building in the context of urban mass transportation where data was produced
by GPS devices deployed on buses from the city of Fortaleza, Brazil. The built
KG was suited for metadata-driven faceted-search over the data, which enabled a
better understanding of the data contained in the KG by the explicit information
about context provenance. This work was our first approach of putting in place
enough relevant metadata and this was accomplished by the use of our HAScO
Ontology4 (which evolved from HASNetO [21]) as a way of describing content
and context of the acquired data.
Following, in [23], we presented an operational description of a KG that
supports automatic generation of dashboards along with an indicator ontology
that supports data visualization techniques. This work extends the previous
one by providing a first data analytics use-case where data in KG is used to
produce rich visualizations in dashboards that are automatically built based on
the knowledge we have put in place in the KG and an indicator ontology.
Both works make use of the proposed CCSV (Contextualized CSV) format
which we have designed to support not only raw files from data acquisition
instruments prior to be turned into knowledge in the KG, but also as an output
format for data in KGs. A CCSV file is a regular CSV file with a Turtle preamble
on top of it, which links the file contents (registers and columns) to a domain
ontology, thus preserving the semantics associated with the data. The CCSV
format has shown promising results as a way to bridge the gap between KGs
and data tools.
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Approach

The main idea behind our approach is to provide a specification for the construction of a scientific KG along with processes in support of data analytics. The
key innovation and novel contribution is the ability to use knowledge in the KG
to provide data access and prepare datasets for data analytics, based on user
queries.
4

http://hadatac.org/ont/hasco#
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In order to tackle Q1, we are gathering scientific data analytics requirements
working in conjunction with data users in two domain areas: environmental and
urban. Based on the requirements, we are reusing and extending ontologies that
we believe will be capable of composing a base knowledge layer that can be exploited by processes that aim to facilitate data analytics. Currently, we are using
HAScO as our base ontology for a scientific KG as it makes use of PROV-O for
provenance tracking alongside VSTO-I [12] and proper extensions for registering
contextual knowledge. For Q2, in its turn, we are creating processes that are
able to retrieve desired data points by using the knowledge from our scientific
HAScO-based KGs based on user queries. With that, we intend data users to
have direct access to data points instead of complete datasets in order to produce
more reliable data analytics.
Data in KGs are in triples format which is good for representing knowledge
but not so for data analytics tools which, most of the times, expect tabular data.
For Q3, we are working with two distinct approaches. First, we have discussed
the CCSV format in the previous section, which is able to be a way of serializing
data from KG together with its associated knowledge with the capability of
serving as an input format for intelligent applications that can take advantage of
that, as demonstrated by our preliminary results. We are continuously expanding
the format to handle new data analytics use-cases. Secondly, we are also studying
how to provide a programmatically way of accessing the desired data for analytics
from tools that support this feature.
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Evaluation plan

We intend to validate H1 using state of the art KG evaluation approaches discussed in [20]. For H2, we are gathering data analytics use cases and assessing
how the associated metadata facilitates the use of the data.
Ultimately, for H3 and H4, we intend to perform tests with data scientists
and field specialists acting as users of our proposed KG and processes. Using
their data (preferably from different studies and sources), we intend to build
a scientific KG adding the relevant metadata and then provide them tools for
querying the data and preparing datasets for their routine data analytics. Then,
questionnaires will be applied to measure how much our approach has eased
their tasks in contrast with their regular processes.

9

Reflections

To conclude, we have identified from the state of the art approaches that the
task of promoting data analytics from scientific data in KGs is still in its early
stages. With this research, we intend to push this forward by proposing a KG
specification that not only is capable of tracking all the contextual knowledge
that is lost during data acquisition activities but is aligned with data analytics
requirements. More than that, we intend to exploit knowledge in KGs to be
able to return data points directly related to user queries instead of complete
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datasets. Given this, we expect the outcome of this research to dramatically
decrease the data preparation efforts.
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